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There's one last chance to save the world in MAXIMUM RIDE: SAVING THE WORLD AND OTHER

EXTREME SPORTS, the closing chapter of James Patterson's thrilling trilogy. The time has arrived

for Max and her winged "Flock" to face their ultimate enemy and discover their original purpose: to

defeat the takeover of "Re-evolution", a sinister experiment to re-engineer a select population into a

scientifically superior master race...and to terminate the rest. Max, Fang, Iggy, Nudge, Gasman, and

Angel have always worked together to defeat the forces working against them--but can they save

the world when they are torn apart, living in hiding and captivity, halfway across the globe from one

another?
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As the mom to daughters who read above their grade level, I am constantly looking for books that

will last them more than a day but will not be over their heads, James Patterson is amazing at this!

We all love his books (from ages 13 to 37) and every book he has written has kept us all

entertained! The pace is steady and you do not have to worry about being bored because the

characters and their situations will keep you on your toes! This )plus many others) will be going on

the bookshelf to be re-read...it's that good!

I liked two first books. The first one was the best. I like how the plot isn't just the kids trying to

survive but also the whole why they were created and the scientist's plans of conquering the world.

It's a good and logic plot. The problem is that it isn't original. There have been many movies of



scientists wanting to perfection humans with experiments, wantign to make a perfect race, blowing

up the world, kids having to save the world, etc. Also, the book has so many action scenes that it

gets boring after a while. It's an entertaining novel, but I want something new and creative. Max's

references and joking aren't funny. I would like to say I liked the book, but I didn't. I actually started

reading like five other books while reading Saving the world and other extreme sports because it got

boring. I would really like to tell James Patterson to create a more original plot problem. The avian

kids are alright, the scientist wanting to conquer the world isn't.

My granddaughter loves the series Recommend tweens. Fantasy type novels with syfi twists some

violence and fighting. Its about kids that have under gone physical changes by scientists (wings,

telepathy, etc.) and have escaped the lab and live free.

OKAY, so I really love this series but this book kind of pissed me off because first of all Max was

being really stupid in this book.First of all when I read the first book and Ari died I was just like ok,

he's caaaaarazy no biggy. THEN, he came back to life... WHAT?!?! Then yada, yada, yada he

almost killed Fang, which made me very angry.I mean he's like this really creepy perverted seven

year old who is 1.) Homicidal 2.) In love with his sister who he also deeply hates with a passion. 3.)

Has tried to KILL her, her flock and fang.Yet, she is all over trying to make amends with this whack

job who she thinks is all better because he didn't rip her head off just once so that makes it all good

right? NO it most certainly does not!So, she gets all angry with Fang because he doesn't want him

around, can you freaking blame him?!?! ONCE AGAIN HE CRAZY! So Fang left which I didn't

blame him for doing.Then she finds out that her and Ari are half siblings which apparently makes

this a good excuse from all of the other times he has tried to kill her... A- Ok, not really.Then Ari died

again... or did he, I guess we will have to find out later. Anyway thanks for readin!

Great conclusion to the original trilogy. As a fan of YA books it is enjoyable. The reading level is a

bit juvenile for typical YA books but that is the tone of the story and characters.

I've read and enjoyed the whole series . Now I'm sharing it with my Grand Daughter. The book itself

was in fine shape and I would buy from the seller again.

I have to say this really was a thrill ride (spoilers)I didn't like when the flock split FAX forever btw but

in the book it really shows Max`s emotions in a more deep way. I loved this book but did give me



goose bumps a few times I'm not going to lie I give 4 stars because it was a little annoying like

omega and how the scientist lied all the time

A surprising, sad, exciting, riveting book.
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